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Temperature-Dependent Hydrogen-Bond Geometry in Liquid Water
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We have determined the hydrogen-bond geometry in liquid water from 0 to 80 �C by combining
measurements of the proton magnetic shielding tensor with ab initio density functional calculations.
The resulting moments of the distributions of hydrogen-bond length and angle are direct measures of
thermal disorder in the hydrogen-bond network. These moments, and the distribution functions that can
be reconstructed from them, impose quantitative constraints on structural models of liquid water.
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If the distributions of hydrogen-bond length and angle in contribution can be boosted to about 25% [20]. From
The peculiar physical properties of water have shaped
much of our physical environment and the life processes it
sustains. For this reason, water has been investigated in
far greater detail than any other liquid [1–3]. A long-
standing challenge of fundamental importance is to un-
ravel the molecular origins of the unusual temperature
dependence in the macroscopic properties of water, such
as its density and compressibility [1] and the hydration
enthalpy and entropy of nonpolar molecules [4]. Whereas
the structure of ‘‘simple’’ liquids, such as Ar or CCl4, is
governed by molecular shape, water has an open, locally
tetrahedral structure, maintained by a network of highly
directional hydrogen bonds [1–3]. It has long been rec-
ognized that the thermal anomalies of water are related to
this hydrogen-bond network [1], but it has proven difficult
to transform this insight into a quantitatively accurate
molecular theory of liquid water.

Pair correlation functions (PCFs) derived from x-ray
and neutron diffraction [5–10] have provided important
benchmarks for testing models of water structure and for
developing force-fields for molecular simulation. But such
PCFs can only give an isotropically averaged picture of
water structure [11]. Within the temperature range of the
stable liquid (at 1 atm), the positions of the nearest-
neighbor peaks in the O � � �O and O � � �H PCFs are
essentially invariant and the interpretation of peak broad-
ening is confounded by overlapping (and nonseparable)
contributions from hydrogen-bonded and nonbonded
water molecules. In principle, these limitations can be
overcome by molecular simulation, but the semiempirical
force fields used in most water simulations may not be
sufficiently realistic to faithfully reproduce the subtle
structural changes responsible for water’s thermal
anomalies [12].

Considering the widely recognized importance of hy-
drogen bonding for the structure and properties of water,
there is surprisingly little experimental information
available on the temperature-dependent hydrogen-bond
geometry. Models of water structure usually invoke struc-
tural motifs with well-defined hydrogen-bond geometry
[13–16], often inspired by high-pressure ice polymorphs.
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liquid water were available, preferably over a wide tem-
perature range, such models could be tested decisively.

Our aim here is to provide this missing information. To
this end, we make use of the magnetic shielding tensor �,
which relates the applied magnetic field to the local field
experienced by the magnetic moment of a water proton.
The exquisite sensitivity of the shielding tensor to the
local electronic environment makes it a powerful probe of
hydrogen bonding [17]. Because the shielding tensor of
the water proton is very nearly axially symmetric [18–
20], it is essentially determined by the isotropic average
�iso � ��k � 2�?�=3 and the anisotropy ���k 	�?.
Hydrogen bonding affects �iso mainly by depleting the
electron density around the proton, whereas � is mostly
affected by the induced magnetic field from the acceptor-
oxygen electrons [18].

The shielding anisotropy has been determined in ice Ih
from the inhomogeneous, dipolar-decoupled 1H NMR
line shape [21,22]. In liquid water, the shielding tensor
is isotropically averaged by fast molecular tumbling;
therefore, only �iso can be determined from the resonance
frequency [23,24]. Previous attempts [23–25] to extract
structural information from �iso alone were inconclusive
because a rigorous theoretical link between shielding and
intermolecular geometry was not available and because
two observables are needed to define the hydrogen-bond
geometry uniquely. However, � can be determined in
liquid water from its second-order contribution to the 1H
spin relaxation rate.

Spin relaxation by rotational modulation of the shield-
ing anisotropy is a well-known relaxation mechanism,
easily identified from its quadratic dependence on the
applied magnetic field [26]. Although 1H spin relaxation
in liquid water has been thoroughly studied over the past
50 years, the contribution from shielding anisotropy has
escaped detection because, under normal conditions, 1H
relaxation is heavily dominated by strong magnetic di-
pole fields from nearby protons [26]. However, by H=D
isotope dilution, the dipolar relaxation contribution can
be reduced by an order of magnitude, and by also em-
ploying strong magnetic fields, the shielding anisotropy
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FIG. 1 (color). Dependence of the isotropic shielding �iso and
shielding anisotropy � on the hydrogen-bond geometry in
liquid water. The curves resulted from fits according to Eq. (1).

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the configurationally
averaged isotropic shielding h�isoi and shielding anisotropy
h�i [20]. (b) Temperature dependence of the configurationally
averaged hydrogen-bond geometry, derived from the experi-
mental shielding data in (a) and the theoretical shielding sur-
face in Fig. 1. The estimated experimental uncertainties,
propagated from the shielding anisotropy (see Fig. 5 of
Ref. [20]), are 0:003 �A in hR	3

HOi
	1=3 and 2 deg in � (aver-

aged over the nine data points).
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relaxation time measurements at variable magnetic field
(2.35–18.8 T) on a sample of D2O doped with H2O (pro-
ton fraction 0.0098), we have thus recently determined
� with 1% accuracy [20]. (The secondary H=D isotope
effect on the shielding is negligible.)

To derive geometrical information from � we must
know the shielding surface, i.e., the dependence of �iso
and � on the nuclear configuration in the liquid. As a
result of recent methodological advances, quantitatively
accurate ab initio calculation of shielding surfaces is now
feasible even for condensed phases [27,28]. To analyze the
experimental data, we use shielding tensors calculated by
ab initio density functional theory [19] for water protons
taken from nine liquid water configurations generated by
an ab initio molecular dynamics simulation at 27 �C and
1:00 g cm	3 [29]. The shielding tensor was computed in
the local density approximation with a norm-conserving
local pseudopotential and the Kohn-Sham orbitals were
expanded with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry [19,27]. The
simulation used the gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-Yang-
Parr (BLYP) density functional and a cubic supercell with
32 water molecules, giving excellent agreement with
experimental PCFs [29,30].

We obtained �iso and � by diagonalizing the sym-
metrized shielding tensors of 567 protons. A four-
dimensional shielding surface was then constructed by
least-squares fitting to the expression

� � A� BrOH � C��DR	3
HO � E�; (1)

where � denotes either �iso or �, and the geo-
metrical variables are defined in Fig. 1. For each pro-
ton, only one oxygen contact was included in the
parametrization [31]. The fitted parameter values
were for �iso���: A� 64:81 �50:00� ppm, B�
	31:64 �	35:68� ppm �A	1, C�	4:24
 10	2 �3:03

10	2� ppmdeg	1, D�	32:8 �88:0� ppm �A3, and E�
2:5
 10	3 �	0:134� ppmdeg	1. This parametrization
features the theoretically expected [18] inverse-cube de-
pendence on the hydrogen-bond length RHO and was the
most successful one among several investigated represen-
tations. Figure 1 shows ‘‘intersections’’ of the shielding
surfaces along two intermolecular coordinates. As antici-
pated [18], � is a more sensitive hydrogen-bond probe
than �iso. In particular, only � depends significantly on
the hydrogen-bond angle �.

Figure 2(a) shows the experimental h�i results [20],
along with the isotropic shielding h�isoi, obtained by con-
verting the chemical shift [24] to an absolute shielding
scale.Within the experimental accuracy, the shielding an-
isotropy decreases linearly with temperature according to
h�i=ppm � 28:54	 0:0432�T=�C� [20]. The isotropic
shielding from 	15 to 100 �C was fitted to a cubic poly-
nomial: h�isoi=ppm� 25:406� 1:188
 10	2T 	 2:63

10	5T2� 7:1
 10	8T3 with T in �C. For subsequent
calculations, we used h�isoi values interpolated from
this polynomial at the temperatures of the h�i measure-
ments. The variation in h�i and h�isoi is entirely due to
075502-2
averaging over the temperature-dependent distribution of
intermolecular nuclear configurations in the liquid [32].
We indicate this averaging by angular brackets.

The range of intermolecular geometries present in
liquid water at any one temperature is large (see Fig. 1)
compared to the variation of the mean geometry over
the investigated temperature range (see below). We can
therefore regard the coefficients A–E in Eq. (1) as tem-
perature independent. In fact, a slightly more elaborate
parametrization of �iso was shown to be transferable to
075502-2
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supercritical conditions [19]. Because the mean intramo-
lecular bond length hrOHi and angle h�i do not vary
significantly within our temperautre range [33], we can
express the configurational average of Eq. (1) as

h��T�i � �0 �DhR	3
HO�T�i � Eh��T�i;

where, as in Eq. (1), � denotes either �iso or �. The
temperature-independent quantity �0 was determined
from the experimental shielding at 27 �C [see Fig. 2(a)]
with the averages, hR	3

HOi�0:1440:002 �A
	3 and h�i�

14:90:4 deg, taken from the simulation at the same
temperature. At the other experimental temperatures,
the averages h�i and hR	3

HOi can then be obtained from
the measured h�isoi and h�i. The result is shown in
Fig. 2(b). The linear fits are described by hR	3

HOi
	1=3= �A�

1:870�0:00138�T=�C� (r�0:9999) and h�i=deg�
11:71�0:1233�T=�C� (r�0:993). We stress that this ap-
proach does not rely on the ability of the simulation to
reproduce the temperature dependence in the hydrogen-
bond geometry. It requires only that the 27�C simulation
adequately samples those configurations that contribute
significantly to h�i and hR	3

HOi in the range 0–80�C.
The observed variations [see Fig. 2(b)] in h�i and hR	3

HOi
reflect the temperature dependence in the underlying dis-
tribution functions f���� and fHO�RHO�. The ab initio
simulation [29] shows that f����= sin� is well repre-
sented (at 27 �C) by a Gaussian function peaked at
FIG. 3. Normalized distribution of (a) hydrogen-bond angle
� and (b) hydrogen-bond length RHO, as defined in Fig. 1. The
temperatures of the curves from top to bottom are 0, 27, 50, and
80 �C in (a) and 0, 4, 15, 27, 50, and 80 �C in (b). The inset in
(b) shows the temperature differential �NMR��fHO�RHO;T2�	
fHO�RHO;T1��=�RHO�T2	T1�� (in units 10	2 �A	2K	1) versus
RHO ( �A). The temperature pairs, �T1;T2�� �0;70�, (4, 60),
(15, 50), and �27;40��C from bottom to top at the minimum
of the negative peak, correspond to temperature intervals of
varying widths (13 to 70�C) centered at 33:51:5�C.
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� � 0 and other simulation studies [11,32] show that
this is the case over the full temperature range. Because
the � distribution, f���� / sin� exp�	c�2�, involves
only a single parameter c, we can convert h�i into the
constant c or into the variance �2� � h�2i 	 h�i2. In this
way, we find for the standard deviation of the hydrogen-
bond angle ��=deg � 6:1� 0:064�T=�C� (r � 0:993).
The resulting distribution functions [Fig. 3(a)] resemble
those obtained from computer simulations [11,34]. Note
that f���� peaks at nonzero � because the element of
solid angle increases with � even though the interaction
(free) energy, at all temperatures, is minimal for a linear
hydrogen bond (� � 0).

To construct the distribution function fHO�RHO� from
the experimentally derived moment hR	3

HOi, we note that
the ab initio simulation [27] shows that the distribution
of R	3

HO is well approximated by a Gaussian function. We
take this to be the case at all temperatures. These two-
parameter distributions are interrelated by

fHO�RHO� / R	4
HO exp�	�R	3

HO 	 hR	3
HOi�

2=�2�23��:

To obtain the variance �23�hR	6
HOi	hR	3

HOi
2, we draw on

neutron diffraction [9] and simulation [34] studies, show-
ing that the position of the first (intermolecular) peak
in the PCF gHO is virtually independent of tempera-
ture (in our range). Because fHO�RHO�/R2HOg

�1�
HO�RHO�,

where g�1�HO is the contribution to gHO from nearest-
neighbor H���O pairs, we can determine �3 by requiring
that fHO�RHO�=R2HO peaks at the same distance, 1:85 �A,
for all investigated temperatures [8]. The resulting RHO
distributions are shown in Fig. 3(b). The mean and stan-
dard deviation of the hydrogen-bond length obtained
from these distributions are hRHOi= �A�1:874�
0:00224�T=�C� (r�0:9998) and �HO= �A�0:081�
0:00330�T=�C� (r�0:9998).

The moments h�i and hR	3
HOi, and the distributions

derived from them, reflect the full range of hydrogen-
bond geometries present in liquid water. Even though only
neighboring water molecules can be mutually hydrogen
bonded, the hydrogen-bond geometry is manifested in
spatial correlations of longer range. The progressive dis-
tortion of the ideal (ice-like) hydrogen-bond geometry
that we observe with increasing temperature can thus be
linked to the gradual disappearance of the second-
neighbor peak in gOO [1,5,9]. The RHO distributions in
Fig. 3(b) are closely related to the first intermolecular
peak of the partial PCF gHO. Whereas the position and
integral of this peak are virtually invariant from 0 to
80 �C, its amplitude and shape are clearly temperature
dependent [1,5–10,34–37]. The partial PCF gHO can be
determined by neutron diffraction withH=D substitution,
but this has apparently been done at only one state point
(25 �C, 1 atm) in our range [8,9]. However, information
about the temperature dependence of the intermolecular
structure of water can also be obtained from the tempera-
ture differential of the total PCF, defined as �PCF �
d=T, where d � 4�R��T��g�R; T� 	 1� and ��T� is
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the molecular number density [6,7,10,35–37]. At short
distances (R< 1:9 �A), �PCF is essentially due to the tem-
perature dependence in g�1�HO [6]. In the inset of Fig. 3(b),
we show the quantity �NMR � fHO=�RHOT�, which
should approach �PCF at short distances [38]. Indeed, the
negative peak in our �NMR is of similar amplitude and
shows the same insensitivity to T as the corresponding
peak in �PCF [10,38].

In summary, we have characterized the hydrogen-bond
geometry in liquid water from 0 to 80 �C by determining
the moments h�i and hR	3

HOi and reconstructing the asso-
ciated distribution functions. These results reveal a sub-
stantial hydrogen-bond distortion, responsible for the
gradual loss of second-neighbor spatial correlations at
higher temperatures. Our results complement, and are
consistent with, the isotropically averaged PCFs obtained
by diffraction. We note that the magnetic shielding tensor
approach introduced here can be applied to water over a
wider temperature-pressure range and is, in principle,
generally applicable to structural studies of hydrogen-
bonded liquids and solutions.
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